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Every computer installation needs the time saving advantage of

Avery Tape Reel Labels . . . another innovation in Avery’s line

of self-adhesive pin-feed labels. They are conveniently packaged

in continuous form, perforated and folded every twelve inches

. . . and feed directly from the box and refold into the box top.

For quick and easy application to tape reels, cans, bins,

shelves, programming forms . . . and many other uses where

positive identification is important.

IECK THESE POINTS

Stick tight to rapidly revolving tape reels

Remove easily, with Avery’s

“no residue” adhesive.

Adhere instantly with fingertip pressure

4. Take machine imprint, type-

writer or pen.

5. Snow-white imprint surface.

6 . Smudge resistant.

® 7. Cross perforations between

I labels for easy separation.

8. Available in continuous form

| 2500 per box.
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3% VK6229 LabelTABX s ze 16

TABX 7431 Label size 4%"x 1%"
A variation of the popular TABX 6229 Tape Reel label to

which has been added a %"x 1
15
/ig" strip label for use on

reel cases. Horizontal perfs between labels.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Unprinted, self-adhesive Tape Reel Labels are

ready for you ... in stock. Furnished 2500 to a

box, their continuous form packaging makes ap-

plication easy. .

.

and fast identification a simple

operation.
TAB 1339 MW-4 Label size %"x 2%" (4 wide)

This label can be used in either of two ways. Vertically, it

will fit a reel case. Horizontally it can be used as a conven-

tional rectangular label on the tape reel itself. Horizontal

perfs between labels.

TAB 3223 MW-4 Label size 2" x (4 wide)

This rectangular label is used on tape reels where the kidney-shaped label is too large. Each
side has an ungummed strip for easy removal. Vertical and horizontal perfs between labels.

AVERY*

The original self-adhesive pin-feed labels

“AVERY" and “TABULABEL" Reg. TM.
of Avery Products Corp.

AVERY LABEL COMPANY
Monrovia, California

A Division of Avery Products Corporation^
Plants in New Brunswick, New Jersey; Cleveland, Ohio;
Monrovia, California; and Toronto, Canada
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